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Qwant launches its browser extension on Safari!
•
•
•

In response to user demand, Qwant launches a browser extension to be installed as the
default search engine on Safari, Apple's browser.
Qwant thus offers all Safari users a search solution that respects privacy and does not collect
personal data.
This browser extension will enable Qwant to accelerate the growth of its audience: 9.4% of
French people use Safari on computers and 30.6% on mobile1

Qwant is now available as an integrated part of Safari for all Apple users
Qwant, the French search engine, leader in Europe, which protects the privacy of its users by not
collecting their personal data, is now available by default, for Safari users, thanks to a downloadable
and installable browser extension on Mac, iPhone and iPad.
With the new Qwant browser extension, users will now be able to access the Qwant search engine
directly to perform their web queries on the Safari browser. The installation is very quick and allows
Safari users to automatically access their favorite search engine.
This development will allow the company to offer its privacy-friendly search engine to new users. With
Apple phones accounting for 22%2 of the market, Qwant hopes to expand its service and grow its
audience on Safari.
Qwant on mobile: the browser that protects your privacy
The Qwant mobile application is also still available for Apple and Android mobile users. It installs Qwant
as a privacy-friendly browser with the Qwant search engine natively integrated. The Qwant browser
on mobile also integrates Qwant VIPrivacy, the feature that blocks most targeted ads, trackers and
cookies while browsing the web, beyond the search engine. The application therefore ensures that
browsing is free of profiling, and in complete confidentiality.

The Qwant browser extension for Safari is available on the Apple App Store:
https://apps.apple.com/fr/app/qwant-for-safari/id1645050159.
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About Qwant
Developed in France and leader in Europe, Qwant is the search engine that respects the privacy of its users by not collecting any personal
data.
Qwant develops its own web indexing technology, designed to provide unbiased, exhaustive and unprofiled search results. Qwant provides
a search service with zero search tracking, zero advertising tracking and zero sale of personal data.
In addition to Qwant Search, Qwant Maps, a mapping service, and Qwant Junior, a search engine dedicated to 6-12 years old, Qwant offers
Qwant VIPrivacy, a browser extension that allows users to browse the web without being subject to ad tracking.
Qwant is available on web : www.qwant.com, or thanks to browser extensions. The browser Qwantis available on iOS and Android mobile
applications.
Qwant has 6 million monthly users.
Qwant, the search engine that knows nothing about you.
www.qwant.com

